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Abstract - -Regular ized approximations to the solutions of ill-posed problems typically vary from 
over-smoothed, inaccurate r constructions to under-smoothed and unstable solutions as the regular- 
ization parameter varies about its optimal value. 
It thus makes ense to compare two (or more) regularized approximations, and seek the parameter 
values where the distance between the approximations is a minimum. 
This paper advances the theory and practice of this methodology. The method appears to work 
very well and be very stable, particularly in the presence of extreme rror levels. ~) 2004 Elsevier 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Solving first kind Fredholm integral equations with Hilbert-Schmidt kernels and the standard L2 
(meaning L2[a, hi) topology is well known to be difficult since the problem is il l-posed, in that 
the inverse operator, or generalized inverse operator, is unbounded. The practical consequence of
this is that  any linear system that  discretizes the integral equation is necessarily il l-conditioned, 
usually to the point where direct attempts to solve the system by conventional methods either 
fail to execute or produce solutions that  are useless due to extreme instabilities. 
The remedy is to regularize the problem in some way (see [1-24]). One common and quite 
general way to do this [2] is to use constrained least squares (CLS). For simplicity write the 
integral equation schematically as K f = g, where K : L2 --* L2, geR(K)  (the range of K)  
and feL2 is the solution to be recovered. The problem as encountered in applications will then 
be 
Kf  = ~ = g +c, (1) 
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where e represents additive error. The least squares approach to solving (1) is to seek the solution 
to 
minimizer lfK f - glI , 
any solution of which must solve the normal equation, K*Kf  = K*O, which is even more ill-posed 
than the original (1). In the _foregoing, K has a generally nonelosed range, the norm is Lz (as 
are all norms in this paper) and the adjoint is generated by the usual L2 inner product. 
It is shown in [2] that a necessary and sufficient condition for a unique least squares olution 
of minimal norm (LSSMN) to exist to the problem Kf  = g, is that 
g E R(K)  + R(K)  ± = D (Kt), (2) 
in which case the LSSMN is designated as Ktg. The above condition translates into a smoothness 
condition on the data. If ~ in (1) contains additive error it cannot be assumed to satisfy such a 
condition. Furthermore, regardless of the content of 9, if the practical problem is to be attacked 
numerically, the round-off error inherent in finite length arithmetic will effectively destabilize the 
problem. 
To counter this instability, a constraint is added resulting in the CLS problem, 
minimize/~D(C) I lKf - ~Ii, subject to !lLflt < r, 
where L is the regularization operator, usually a differential operator, which penalizes unstable 
variation in the solutions. D(L) is the domain of L and r controls the amount of regularization. 
This problem is equivalent to the variational problem, 
minimizefeD(L) {HKf - 0tl 2 + ~flLfll2}, (3) 
where a is a Lagrange multiplier which is inversely related to r. It turns out any solution to (3) 
must solve, 
(K*K  + aZ*L) f = K 'g ,  (4) 
which is just the normal equation for (3). Assuming the null spaces of K and L contain only the 
zero vector in common, the operator in (4) is invertible. 
2. THE PARAMETER CHOICE PROBLEM 
The obvious concern in solving (4) is fixing the value of c~. If c~ is too large, the reconstruction 
is over-smoothed and lacking detail. Too small a value of a means the inherent instabilities in 
the original normal equation become apparent and radical fluctuations develop in the computed 
solution f .  This question has been considered by many researchers over at least the last four 
decades (all cited papers discuss this topic in one form or another). The present paper advances 
one more method which appears uperior in certain instances. 
The method, which will be denoted CREF, meaning cross referencing different regularized 
solutions, is a means for solving the parameter choice problem for essentially two (or more) 
regularized solutions simultaneously. It is based on the conviction that two computed quantities 
which approach the same thing, in this case an approximation to the LSSMN, or Ktg,  will 
approach one another. 
Of course, if 0 fails to satisfy (2), Kt0 will not exist in which case, in the infinite-dimensional 
problem, the computed solution to (4) approaches infinity in norm as a --* 0 [2]. The point is 
that before this happens, the reconstruction will approximate the LSSMN to the errorless version 
of (1), with the quality of the approximation depending on the noise to signal ratio, []eH/t]g]]. To 
make this more precise, consider the following. 
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THEOREM 1. Let 
]~ = (K*K + aI) -1K*~ (5) 
be the solution to (4) with n = I. Further suppose g and e are as in (1) and [[e[] < [Ig[I. Then 
there is an optimal value of a for which I[Ktg - fan attains a minimum, and this a is given 
implicitly by, 
Ktg ~ F -2K. - \  -~ ,  ~ g?=0,  (6) 
where (,) is the L2 inner product, P~ = (K*K + aI) and the left side of (6) is just d/da[[Ktg -
/ 11 
PROOF. For large a, ]~ ..~ (1/a)K*g and F~2K*9 ~ (1/a2)K*9. Then for a large the derivative 
above is approximated by 
Kig -  K*O,  K*~ = -~ (KIg, K*.~} - ~ IIK*~[[ 2, 
where the second term can be neglected for a large. Now since KK t = RP~-R-y (the projection on 
R(K)) and g E R(K) it follows that 
d Ktg ] 2 1 1 (KKlg,~)= 1 -~a - ~ -~ (Kig, K*g} = ~-~ ~5 (tIgII 2 + (g,e)). 
But I(g,e)[ <_ ][gNI[e[[ so if []e[I < []gH, it must follow that [[g[i2 + {g,e) > 0. Since [IKtg - ]~[[ 
]lKigII as a --* oc (since ] ,  ~ 0) and the derivative is positive, a minimum less that []KtgIt must 
be attained and it must satisfy (6). | 
The theorem merely says that if Ilel[/I]gl] < 1 then something is gained by using (5) to compute 
an approximate solution. If the derivative were negative as a ~ oo it would be possible for the 
optimal parameter to be infinite and the optimal regularized approximate o be trivially ]oo = 0. 
The theorem may be extended to more general regularization operators. As an example con- 
sider (3) and (4) where L is an mth-order linear differential operator with m-dimensional null 
space. In this case, take D(L) to be the set 
H={h:LhEL2 ,  h (m-i) abscont, h(V)(0)=0, fo rv=0,1 , . . .m-1} .  
The set H with a different norm is a Sobolev space and also a reproducing kernel Hilbert space 
(see [23]). Define G to be the integral operator corresponding to the Green's function for the 
equation 
Lh=5, h(')(0) = 0, for v=O, 1 , . . .m-1 .  
Then L maps H one-to-one and onto L2[0,1] and G = L -1. Thus, by letting f = Gh, it 
follows h = L f  and (3) becomes for h • L2[0, 1] 
minimize { I[KGh - .~[[2 + aiih[[2 }. (7) 
The substitution has recast he problem back to an optimization over all of L2 and the solution 
to (7) is h~ = (A*A + aI)-lA*{7, where A = KG and the corresponding solution to the problem 
in H is ]~ = Gha. One can then repeat he argument of the theorem. Equation (6) now appears 
as 
where ~ = A*A + aI. The derivative of the norm squared error now becomes, for large a, 
1 {(Ktg, GA.g)+(K~g, GA.e) } 
0~2 
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or ignoring the leading coefficient and using A = KG, 
{ (O*Ktg, a*K*g} + (G*Ktg, G*K *e}}. (8) 
The conclusion of the theorem now follows if the first term in (8) is positive and the error vector, e, 
now satisfies, 
(a*K*g,O*K*g) 
Ita*X*~ll < IIG*K*gll ' (9) 
in which case the derivative would necessarily be positive for a sufficiently large. 
Without the G* the first term in (8) is positive as shown in the proof of the theorem. It 
seems to be generically (but not invariably) true that applying G* to both vectors preserves the 
positivity. 
To see this, expand Ktg and K*g in the eigensystem for GG*. Thus, there exists {¢¢} C L2[0, 1] 
and {Ai} E 7~, such that GG*¢~ = )~i¢~, Ai > 0 and Ai decreases to zero as i goes to co. Then 
expand, 
i i 
and {Ktg, K'g} = E i  7~5i = ligll 1 > 0. But then 
{e*K*g,a*K* g} = ~ 7~5iA~, (10) 
i 
which is likely to preserve positivity since Ai > O. The foregoing is combined into the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Assuming G* preserves the positivity of the inner product in (10) and the error 
vector e satisfies (9), then the conclusion of the theorem holds for the problem in H as given 
in (3),(4). 
Returning to Theorem 1, it is possible to estimate the optimal parameter, c~0, and the minimum 
square error, 
MSE= Ktg-  f~o 2. 
It is expected that a0 and MSE are increasing functions of lieN, and estimates of these dependen- 
cies are useful in what follows. Estimates imilar to those derived below appear in [2], but there 
the assumptions, approach taken, and the method of imposing smoothness on G are somewhat 
different han in the current paper. 
The dependence of a0 and MSE on lien will be approximated by analyzing the upper bound, 
K*g  - L <_ I lK*g  - f< ll + f<~ - -P'~ , (11) 
where f~ = (KK* + aI)-lK*g, the noise free form of (5), and the right side of (11) will be 
expressed in a complete igensystem for the kernel, K.  Thus, {vn}, {u,~}, and {An} are such that 
Kvn = AnUn, K* u,~ = Anv,~, An > O, Jtn ~ O, 
In terms of the complete system (2) is equivalent o, 
g D (Kt), iff (g, Un} 2 
n=l  ~ 
Both terms on the right side of (11) must be estimated. 
integer N >_ 1, 
n=l  
as  Tt--+ oo.  
- - ~ 0 0 .  
It was  shown in [I0] that  for any  
- -  q- ~ (9'Un>2 _ LN(oe), 
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where LN (a) is a line whose slope increases with N and whose intercept decreases to zero as N 
goes to co. Thus, 
[]Kfg - fail ~_ IW(~)= ¢infN>_ILN(C~), 
which generally is a concave down function of a with ~(0) = 0. The true functional dependence 
is determined by g and the spectrum of K. For the second term in (11), it is shown in [2,10] that 
fa - ]a <-HF~IK*H'IeH ~-- ~.  
Combining these results with (11) Theorem 2 follows. 
THEOREM 2. Given previous notation and definitions, (11) becomes 
Ktg -  9~, < ¢( , )+ ~,  fo r ,  > 0 (12) 
and the arg min and min of the right side of (11) will be taken as approximations to so and 
MSE, respectively. 
It is worth noting that if g satisfies tronger smoothness conditions than just (2),an algebraic 
form for • (a) follows. 
THEOREM 3. I f  
then 
(g' u~) ~ 
A2+2--- ~ < 0% for ~ > O, 
I]Kfg- f~ll 2 < D~ v, 
Thus, (12) becomes, 
where D = A2+2 v . 
Ktg_  < II tl 
- 2v/-5, 
a>0.  
PROOF. (See [10].) 
3. THE CREF  METHODOLOGY 
So, to repeat, the idea of CREF is that as two (or more) different regularized approximates 
approach Kig, they very probably become near one another. Thus, if f~ and h~ are two such 
regularizers, one would examine 
D(a,~) = [[f, -he[[  2, (13) 
and search for the values of the two variables for which D is a minimum. Of course, the minimum 
will not invariably exist. By the triangle inequality and the assumption that HeN is sufficiently 
small so that the square errors for f~ and h5 individually have minima as in Theorem 1 and the 
corollary, it follows that 
and it is clear that D(~,~) has an upper bound which has a minimum at (c~0,~0), the two 
parameter values where ]~ and h~ independently attain their minima. Whether D also displays 
a minimum depends on assumed ifferences in the behaviors of the two solutions for values of c~ 
and ;3 above and below their corresponding optimal values. To be more precise, the following is 
a list of properties, some known, some assumed, concerning ]~ and h~ that tend to validate the 
CREF methodology. 
1. ]~ ~ 0 as a ~ oo. This is obvious for regularizers like (5). 
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2. For tt~]! sufficiently small, l lKtg - J~ll has a minimum for an optimal alpha, so > 0. This 
is proven in Theorem 1 and the corollary. 
3. II]~ll -+ ~ as s -+ 0+ i f~ ~ D(Kt). This is proven various places for the L = I case and 
equivalent cases [2]. 
4. so --+ 0 as II~II --+ 0. Approx imators  of ao in Theorems 2 and 3 do this, but this is not 
proven here. 
5. MSE --+ 0 as t1~11 + o. This is proved in Theorem 3. 
6. For values below optimal, when both solutions are under-smoothed, the instabilities in 
the two solutions are highly disordered and, consequently, very different from each other, 
resulting in very large values of D(s ,  fl). This is assumed. 
7. For parameter values above optimal, the over-smoothed case, the two solutions, though 
stable~ are still different enough to permit the minimum in D. This is assumed. 
Condition 6 above has always proven a safe assumption, even when regularization operators are 
quite similar [17]. The randomness in the instabilities results in very large values of the normed 
difference (13). Condition 7 is more uncertain. It has always held in the cases considered in 
the present work as well as [17]. Empirically, it appears Conditions 6 and 7 are very good bets 
when Condition 2 holds, for both (or all) regularized families. 
It is quite easy to give conditions for a minimum in the linearized version of (13). It is easy to 
compute Frechet derivatives for f~ and h~ and replace them with their linearized approximates 
in (13). Indeed, if f~ is given as the solution to (4) 
It, = (K*.K + sL*L)  -1 K*9, 
it then follows, 
5f~ -1 • -1 . -  =-F ,~ L LF~ K g, 
where F ,  = K*K + sL*L ,  or in the case when L = I,  
5f,~ = -F j2K*9 ,  
which (apart from the negative sign) is just the right factor in the inner product (6). Substituting 
the linearizations into (13) yields, 
D(s ,  Z) ~ i l f .o  + ~f .o (S  - s0 )  - hao - ~hZo(9  - Z0)li 2 
= Ibf~o - h :o t?  + 2( f .o  - h~o, ~f .oAS - ~hpo~5> 
÷ tlSf~oAa - 5h:~oA/~ll 2 
= constant + AAc~ - BA/~ + CAa 2 + EA~ 2 - FAaA/~, 
(14) 
where, 
• /~S ~-S- -So,  
• A - -  ( / -o  - hZo,Sf,~o}, 
® B = { f -o  - hzo, Shoo), 
• c= llSt~oH 2 
• E = j :h~ol l  ~ 
. F - -  <~f~o Shoo> 
Differentiating (14) with respect to s and/~ and setting each equation to zero yields 
i ;] ___,5~ (15) 
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Of course, system (15) is just a statement that the difference vector inside the linearized D(a, ~) 
is orthogonal to the vectors along the two lines, namely 5f,~ o and 5hZo. The determinant of the 
matrix in (15) is 
- y 2 --  [llaS oll 2 Ilah oll 2 - (5f o,5h o) J _> 0, CE 
where equality can hold only if 5f~ o o( ~h~o. Thus, ruling this out, (15) has a unique solution 
for a and  ft. 
Furthermore,  it is easy to compute  the eigenvalues of the matr ix  in (15) as 
(c  + E)  + - E)2  + 4F2  
A+ = 2 > 0, 
where again equality holds for A_ iff 5fa o and ~h~s0 are linearly dependent. Thus, the critical 
point obtained from (15) is indicative of a minimum as expected. Geometrically this is also 
obvious from the nature of the problem. We seek the minimum distance between two lines, and 
this must yield a unique solution, unless the lines are parallel, meaning ~fao oc 5h~o The foregoing 
is combined into the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. For ao,t3o > 0 and assuming 5f~ o and 5h~o are linearly independent, sys- 
tem (15), which solves the minimization problem for the linearized version of (13), has a unique 
solution indicating a critical point that corresponds to a local minimum. 
That 5f~o and 5h~o are linearly independent corresponds to Condition 6 above. The two 
approximate solutions will generally evolve in different directions when their parameters are 
decreased, given the nonalignment of the Frechet derivatives as assumed in the theorem. 
There is no assumption that a0 and /3o in Proposition 4 are the exact minimizers of the 
individual regularized solution errors that are discussed in Theorem 1 and the corollary. Of 
course, in real applications there is no way to know these values as they access the unknown, true 
solution. 
In simulations where Kig is known, it is quite common for the minimizers of (13) and the 
true, individual optimal parameters of Theorem 1 and the corollary to vary by several orders 
of magnitude. This is determined by the frequency content of Ktg as well as the space, H, in 
which the regularizer is sought. Indeed, it may not follow that f~ --* Ktg as a --~ 0, even in the 
noiseless (c = 0) case. If the problem is solved in the space H of Section 1 above, even if e = 0 
with g E R(K), it may not be true that g E D(A I) where A = KG. Indeed, it is shown in [10] 
that g E D(A t) iff RP-R-K~(K)g E K(H). And even if g E D(A t) in general, Ktg = PN(K)±(G~) 
while GAIg = G~, where ~ is an element of N(A) j- (see [10]). Thus, f~0 and h~o could be 
approximating functions which differ by a projection. 
4. ADVANTAGES OF  CREF  
There are two basic reasons for advocating CREF as a method of preference for approximately 
solving ill-posed problems, particularly when the kernel has a spectrum which decreases suffi- 
ciently fast (see [13]). 
First, the comparison of regularized approximates in (13) is executed irectly in the domain 
space. By way of comparison, the generalized cross validation (GCV) method, for example, 
derives a function of a which estimates the minimizer of IlK f0 -K ] ,~  ]I, thereby approximating a 
comparison in the range space. The potential difficulty here is that the action of the kernel, K, 
can suppress very pathological features in ]~ which would be evident in (13). The degree to which 
this is a problem depends on the spectrum of K, a subject considered in [13]. It is shown there 
that in the case of imaging problems, where K often represents a degraded identity operator (or 
the kernel approximates a Dirac delta function), K often has the type of spectrum where GCV 
seriously underestimates the value of a0. 
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Secondly, for the poorly behaved kernels described above, c~0 becomes a very unstable function 
of the error vector, e, in (1), typically fluctuating over several orders of magnitude for different e 
vectors, even when Ilell is fixed. This too is discussed in [13] as arising from large gaps between 
singular values of K that occur near the value of a0. This makes attempting to estimate C~o 
directly difficult, with a tendency toward serious undershooting. However, it is important o note 
that the optimal regularizer, f~o, is very stable even when Cto is not. 
A detailed comparison of the CREF and GCV methods was conducted in [11]. There it was 
found that with kernels whose spectrum is decreasing sufficiently fast, the GCV function of a 
that  is to be minimized, namely [1, with M = N] 
N 
E + 
ecv(a)  = , (16) 
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is not a robust candidate for the argmin operation. This is because the curve tends to have 
multiple "plateaus", often each with its own local minimum. The global minimum can fluctuate 
over several orders of magnitude, even with error vectors of the same length. In [13] it was shown 
that  
SSE(a) = IIf~ - f0il 2, 
where f0 is the exact solution, has this property if the kernel's eigenvalues decrease approximately 
two orders of magnitude with each index near the value of the optimal parameter, O~op t. Thus, it 
is not surprising that (16) would also display this behavior. 
d 2 In [11], the regularization operators ~-~ and the identity, along with the truncated SVD and 
conjugate gradients (where the regularization parameters are the number of terms retained and 
the number of iterations, respectively) were all used in a CREF comparison to the argmin of (16). 
Two versions of GCV were compared; the true argmin of (16) and the largest local minimizer 
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of (16). The latter computed a, termed GCV2, turned out to be much more stable, and provided 
a much improved regularized solution, which often compared favorably to those obtained by 
CREF. 
The comparisons were run for the same kernel and two true solutions, much like the examples 
described below, and three noise levels. Overall GCV did not perform well though GCV2 did 
better. The main point is in the few cases where GCV2 provided a more nearly optimal parameter 
than  CREF ,  the latter's reconstruct ion was  a lmost  as good. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
The test eases were discretized versions of (1), /_1 
K:  = K(x  - y ) f (v )  dy = g(x)  + ~(~) - 1 < x < 1, 
1 
(17) 
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where R" is a sinc kernel f (x)  = 10 sin(2Ox)/Qrx), g = Kfo where f0 is the object or true solution, 
and c is a pseudo-Caussian noise vector. This noise vector is multiplied by an amplitude, AMP, 
that was varied from .001 to 10.0. These values of AMP resulted in IHI/I]gH ratios that varied 
from approximately 5 .10 -5 to 0.5, respectively. This latter value represents an extreme rror 
level that approaches the limit in the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Figures 1 and 2 display 9 = 9 + e 
for the two f0 (see below) and AMP=10. 
The integral in (17) was discretized by a quadrature sum using the trapezoid rule based on a 
uniform partition of [-1, 1] into 100 subintervals. Two object functions were used as examples, 
the uneven rectangles show in Figures 3 and 4 and the parabola y = (x + 1) 2 shown in Figures 5 
and 6. These two f0 choices, taken with the regularization operators, represent cases where f0 
belongs to the domain of the regularization operator, or fails to do so because of discontinuity or 
failure to satisfy the requisite boundary condition(s). 
Three regularizing operators were used: the identity, the first derivative, and the second deriva- 
tive (or Laplacian). These regularizers were utilized two at a time yielding six approximate so- 
lutions for each object and noise level. Each computer simulation produced two approximate 
solutions: one for each regularizer used. Sometimes these solutions were coincident (to graphical 
accuracy) and sometimes they were "close" to each other but visually distinguishable. In gen- 
eral, it was observed that solutions were coincident with the derivative--second derivative pair 
of regularizers. 
Figures 3 and 4 display the results using a noise level of 10 with the uneven rectangles as the 
object. In Figure 3, the approximate solutions are coincident with the regularizers being the 
derivative and second derivative operators. Clearly, while the reconstructions are not perfect, 
they convey valuable information about the object. In Figure 4, the identity and derivative 
operators are utilized. The results are quite similar, with the identity/derivative curve being 
slightly better. 
Figures 5 and 6 are reconstructions for the parabola using the identity and second derivative 
operators in the CREF procedure. Clearly, the solution produced using the lower noise level is 
the better of the two. However, once again, both give information about the object function. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
CREF, the process of minimizing (13) over the regularization parameters ~ and [3, has worked 
in all cases run to date. The resulting regularizers, f~ and h~, have always proved to be good, 
stable, reconstructions, even when the minimization process was a rather coarse search, and even 
when the noise to signal ratio Ilell/tlg[I, was as large as 0.54. 
Although work is continuing, to date CREF has provided stable reconstructions of high acuity 
to a degree exceeding any other method we have tested. 
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